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Abstract 
This paper continues Nebel and Burckert’s investigation of Allen’s interval algebra by presenting 
nine more maximal tractable subclasses of the algebra (provided that P # NP), in addition to their 
previously reported ORD-Horn subclass. Furthermore, twelve tractable subclasses are identified, 
whose maximality is not decided. Four of them can express the notion of sequentiulity between 
intervals, which is not possible in the ORD-Horn algebra. All of the algebras are considerably 
larger than the ORD-Horn subclass. The satisfiability algorithm, which is common for all the 
algebras, is shown to be linear. Furthermore, the path consistency algorithm is shown to decide 
satisfiability of interval networks using any of the algebras. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Temporal reasoning; Computational complexity; Allen’s interval algebra 
1. Introduction 
For specifying qualitative temporal information about relations between intervals, 
Allen’s interval algebra [ 1] is often considered a convenient tool. However, due to its 
expressiveness (the satisfiability problem is NP-complete [ 2 1 ] ) , it is unlikely that there 
will be a polynomial-time algorithm for reasoning about the full algebra. Trying to 
overcome this, several tractable fragments of the algebra have been identified (e.g. [ 9, 
17,19]), of which the largest known is Nebel and Btirckert’s ORD-Horn algebra [ 171. 
Furthermore, this algebra has been proved to be the unique maximal algebra containing 
all the basic relations, comprising approximately 10 percent of the full algebra. 
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None of these algebras, however, are capable of expressing the notion of sequentiality, 
which is that of specifying that some intervals have to occur in sequence in time, without 
any overlap. This is required e.g. in some cases of reasoning about action [ 181. The 
maximality result of the ORD-Horn algebra then implies that the requirement that an 
algebra should contain all the basic relations has to be sacrificed. Golumbic and Shamir 
f9] come close to expressing sequentiality, but require that anq’ two intervals are related, 
except for in an almost trivial four-element subset, which is not even an algebra. Four 
of our algebras strictly extend this subset. 
In this paper, we exploit a simple graph algorithm, similar to that of van Beek [ 201, 
and show that we can construct 21 large algebras for which this algorithm solves sat- 
isfiability in linear time, and furthermore, that four of these can express sequentiality, 
and nine of them are ~xirn~~ tractable algebras (assuming P # NP, which we take 
for true in the rest of the paper). It should be noted that these algebras are of size 
considerably larger than the ORD-Horn algebra: 20 contain 2178 elements, and one 
4097 elements, which is half of Allen’s algebra. However, this largest algebra has al- 
most no expressiveness, showing that the size of an algebra need not have anything 
to do with its usefulness (as has often been argued in context with the ORD-Horn 
algebra?. 
The structure of the paper follows. In Section 2 and Section 3 we present the necessary 
background material, about Allen’s interval algebra, and some facts about the ORD-Horn 
algebra. Then, in Section 4, the concepts of “acyclic” and “DAG-satisfying” relations 
are introduced, after which the main results of the new tractable algebras are presented 
in Section 5. We show how the algorithm works in Section 6, and finally in Section 7, 
we show that the path consistency algorithm is sufficient for deciding consistency for 
any of these algebras. A discussion concludes the paper. 
This paper is an extended and modified version of the paper f4]. The main additions 
are Section 6 and Section 7, but we have also improved the presentation of the algebras 
considerably. 
2. Allen’s interval algebra 
Allen’s interval algebra [ l] is based on the notion of re~at~o~~s e~ee~z pairs of 
intervals. An interval X is represented as an ordered pair {X-,X+> of real numbers 
with X- < X’, denoting the left and right endpoints of the interval, respectively, and 
relations between intervals are composed as disjunctions of basic interval relations, 
which are those in Table 1. Such disjunctions are represented as sets of basic relations, 
but using a notation such that e.g. the disjunction of the basic interval relations -c, m 
andf- is written (+ mf’). Thus, we have that (+f”) C (< mf”). 
The algebra is provided with the operations of cotlverse, intersection and co~z~os~tion 
on interval relations: 
l The converse operation takes an interval relation i to its converse i”, obtained by 
inverting each basic relation in i, by exchanging X and Y in the endpoint relations 
of Table I. 
Table I 
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The thirteen basic relations. The endpoint relations X- < X+ and Y- < Y+ that are valid for all relations 
have been omitted 
Basic relation Example Endpoints 
X before Y 3 xxx x+ < Y- 
Y after X > YYY 
X meets Y 
Y met-by X 
m xxxx X+ = y- 
m’ YYYY 
X overlaps Y 
Y overlapped-by X 
0 xxix x- < Y- < x+, 
0- YYYY x+ < Y+ 
X during Y 
Y includes X 
x starts Y 
Y started-by X 
d 
d- 
s 
S- 
xxx x- > Y-, 
YYYYYYY x+ < Y+ 
xxx x- = y-, 
YYYYYYY x+ < Y’ 
X finishes Y 
Y finished-by X 
f xxx x+ = Yf, 
P YYYYYYY x- > Y- 
X equals Y 5 *xxx X- = y- 
YYYY x+ = y+ 
l The intersection operation takes two interval relations RI and R2 to their intersection 
RI n R2, by taking the basic relations that are contained in both RI and R2. 
l The composition operation takes two interval relations RI and R:! to their compo- 
sition RI o R2, which is the Allen relation R3 such that IR3J iff XIRIK A KR2J. 
By the fact that there are thirteen basic relations, we get 213 = 8192 possible relations 
between intervals in the full algebra. We denote the set of all interval relations by A. 
Subclasses of the full algebra are obtained by considering subsets of A. 
Although there are several computational problems associated with Allen’s interval 
algebra, this paper focuses on the problem of satisfiability of a set of interval variables 
with relations between them, i.e. deciding whether there exists an assignment of intervals 
on the real line for the interval variables, such that all of the relations between the 
intervals hold. We define this as follows. 
Definition 2.1 (ZSAT( S) ) . Let S CI A be a set of interval relations. An instance of 
ISAT( S) is a labelled directed graph G = (KE), where the nodes in V are interval 
variables and E is a subset of V x S x V. A labelled edge (u, Y, u) E E means that u 
and u are related by the relation r. 
A function M taking an interval variable u to its interval representation M(u) = 
(X-,X+) with X- < x+, is said to be an interpretation of G. 
An instance G = (YE) is said to be satisJable iff there exists an interpretation M 
such that for each (u, r, u) E E, M(u)rM( u) holds, i.e., the endpoint relations required 
by r (see Table 1) are satisfied by the assignments of u and U. Then M is said to be a 
model of G. 
We refer to the size of an instance G as 1 VI + IEl, as usual. 
For A, we have the following result. 
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Proposition 2.2. ISAT( A) is NP-complete. 
Proof. See Vilain et al. [ 211. 0 
The following auxiliary concept shall be needed. 
Definition 2.3 (satis$ed as). Let Z = (YE) be an instance of the satisfiability problem, 
A4 a model for 1, (It, Y, 12) E E, and Y’ C Y. Then r is said to be satis$ed as r’ in M 
iff f~r’Z* is satisfied in M. 
Example 2.4. Let It, 12 be interval variables related by 
where It is interpreted as [ 1,2] and 12 as [ 3,4]. Then 
(+), but also as (+ F). 
It ( -C +)12, and M a model 
in M, (< F) is satisfied as 
3. The ORD-Horn subclass 
Nebel and Btirckert [ 171 identify a subclass of the interval algebra, having the 
property that it is a maximal subclass containing all the basic interval relations, for 
which satisfiability can be solved using a polynomiaI-time algorithm, and is in fact 
the unique such maximal class. 2 This algebra, the ORD-Horn algebra, contains 868 
relations, and thus covers slightly more than 10 percent of A. 
One of the main tools for analysing the ORD-Horn subclass is a closure operation 
on subclasses of the algebra, which preserves tractability. 
Definition 3.1 (Closure). Let S 2 A. Then we denote by S the closure of S under 
converse, intersection and composition, i.e. the least subalgebra containing S closed 
under the three operations. 
The key for extrapolating intractability results is the following. 
Proposition 3.2. Let S & /l. Then ISAT( S) is polynomial iff ISAT( 3) is, and ZSAT( S) 
is NP-complete iff ISAT( S) is. 
Proof. See Nebel and Biirckert [ 171. 0 
4. Acyclic and DAG-satisfying relations 
This section introduces some auxiliary notions and results needed for defining the 
new algebras, and proving their properties. In the rest of this paper, we let G denote an 
instance of ZSAT( X) instance for some X 2 A. 
* The uniqueness is proved under the assumption that the subclass shall contain the empty relation ( ) and 
the full relation (E < + d d- o o- m mu s s- f f ). 
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Definition 4.1 {Acyclic relation). A relation r is said to be an acyclic relation iff for 
every C and every cycle C in G such that every arc in C is labelled with r, C is never 
satisfiable. 
Example 4.2. 4 is an acyclic relation, and so is (-: m). 
Corollary 4.3. Let r be an acjdic relation. Then every relation r’ 2 r is acyclic. 
Proof. Since taking subsets of r constrains satisfiability further, the result follows. Cl 
Corollary 4.4. Let r be an acyclic relation, and A such that A C {r’ 1 r’ Cr r>. Then, 
for every G and every cycle C ~FZ G such that every arc in C is ~abelled by some relation 
in A, C is unsatis~able~ 
Proof. Same argument as in Corollary 4.3. •i 
Definition 4.5 (~axi~L acyclic relation). An acyclic relation r for which there is no 
acyclic relation rf > r, is said to be a m~imal acyclic relation. 
In Proposition 4.8, we shall list all possible maximal acyclic relations. 
Proposition 4.6. Let r be an acyclic relation, and A, A’ sets such that A C {r’ 1 rJ & r} 
and A’ = {a U (=) i a E A) U {(s)>. Th en, every cycle C ~abe~led by relations in 
A U A’ is satisfiable ifl it contains oaly retations from A’, and, furthermore, in every 
model qf C all relations in the cycle have to be satisfied as s-. 
Proof. (=+) Suppose that a cycle C is satisfiable, and that it contains some relation 
from A. Induction on the number n of arcs in the cycle. For IE = 1, we get a contradiction 
by the assumption. So, suppose for the induction that C contains n f 1 arcs. Let M 
be a model for the relations in C. We cannot have that every relation in C is satisfied 
in M as some relation in A, by Corollary 4.4. Thus, some relation r’ in C has to be 
satisfied as G. But then we can collapse the two interval variables connected by r’ to 
one interval variable, and we have a cycle of size n cont~ning a relation from A. This 
contradicts the induction hypothesis. 
(+=) Suppose that a cycle C contains only relations in A’. Then C can be satisfied 
by choosing G on every arc, thus forcing the satisfying intervals to be identical. 0 
An example is in order. 
Example 4.7. Let r = (4 m) (which is easily verified to be acyclic), A = {( < m), 
(4), ( )}, and thus A’= {(z 4 m), (- +), (E)}. Now take a cycle 
I,(_( m)&(r 4:)13(= -: m)Z,. 
It is clear that this cycle is unsatisfiable, since it contains one relation which is not in 
A’. The cycle I,(- -: m)ZT( --)I3 (= -i)rl is clearly satisfiable taking E on each arc, 
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but is not satisfiable in any other way, by the result. 
Next, we find all possible acyclic relations. The second part of the result, that there are 
no other maximal acyclic relations, is not used in any of the later results of the paper. 
However, it is important to know that there is no need to search for more maximal 
acyclic relations in future research. 
Proposition 4.8. The only maximal aqclic relatinns ill A are 
(-:d”omsT), (-: d” o m s- fd), 
(+domsf), (-:domsf-), 
nnd their respective converses. 
Proof. Obviously, a maximal acyclic relation cannot contain both a basic relation and 
its converse, and thus cannot contain E. One consequence of this is that a maximal 
acyclic relation cannot contain more than six basic relations. So, if the above relations 
are shown to be acyclic, then they are also maximal. 
Now, consider Table 2, which extracts from Table 1 how the basic relations (except 
for z) relate the ending points of intervals. The table is to be read as follows. Suppose 
that the intervals il and i2 are related by some basic relation h, i.e. il (b)i2, and consider 
the 1 row entry for b. 
l If it is + then the starting point of i2 must be strictly afrer the starting point of il. 
l If it is - then the starting point of i2 must be strictly before the starting point of il. 
l If it is = then the starting points of il and i2 have to coincide. 
Similarly, the r row states the same information for the ending points. 
Now consider the 1 row. If we choose a relation r’ to contain exactly the basic relations 
which have a + there, we know that rr will be an acyclic relation, because if in a cycle, 
the left ending points of the intervals have to increase at every arc, it cannot be satisfied. 
In addition to those basic relations in r’, we can include in r’ one basic relation b’ which 
has a = in the I row, yielding the relation r” , since then, a cycle labelled by r” on every 
arc has to be satisfied as 6’ on every arc (otherwise, we would get a contradiction, by 
strictly increasing starting point values). But since neither of s and s- has a = in their 
r row, this is impossible. This g,ives us two choices of acyclic relations, which are the 
two first ones listed. 
Symmetrically, by inspecting the r row, we see that we get the next two relations 
listed. Finally, by taking the - entries instead of the + entries, we get the converse 
relations of the listed ones. 
It remains to prove that these are the only maximal acyclic relations, So, suppose 
that some acyclic relation e is not a subset of (or equal to) any of the relations in 
the statement of the proposition. First, note that e cannot be a basic relation, since 
every basic acyclic relation is included in some of the listed relations. Thus, e has to 
contain at least two distinct basic relations 61 and b2. Without loss of generality (using 
Corollary 4.3), we have that e = (blbz). 
By the choice of the listed relations, bl and b2 must have opposite signs either in 
their 1 or r rows (or both), Suppose that 61 and b2 do not have opposite signs in their 
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Table 2 
The effect of relations on interval endpoints 
303 
m mu -4 k- 0 0 
I + _ + _ + _ 
r + _ + _ + - 
d d- f f S S- 
1 - + _ + = = 
r + _ z.7 = + _ 
1 row, i.e. that either they have the same sign, or at least one of them has a =. If both 
of them have a =, they have to be s and s-, which is impossible. If they have the same 
sign, which is not =, then they are included in one of the listed relations, by definition. 
If at least one of them, say bl, has = there, i.e. bl is either s or s-, we see that for 
any basic acyclic relation c, c and bl occur together in some of the listed relations (or 
their converses), and in particular, this holds when c is b2. Thus bl and b:! have to have 
opposite signs in the 1 row. Symmetrically, bl and b:! must have opposite signs also in 
the r row. 
Now, the only remaining choice of bl and b2, for which the signs of the 1 and r 
rows do not coincide, is for the basic intervals d and d”. But trivially, these cannot 
together be part of any acyclic relation, and thus bl and b2 have to be chosen such 
without loss of generality, bl has + in both its 1 and r rows, and similarly for b2, - 
in both its 1 and r rows. Obviously, also every choice when bl and 62 are converses is 
impossible. 
This leaves us with six relations to check: (+ m), (Ok m) and ( 4 o-) and their 
converses, and it is enough to check the first three ones due to symmetry. Now, it is easy 
to construct satisfiable cycles using relations containing either of these relations. q 
Definition 4.9 (DAG-satisfying relation). A basic relation b is said to be DAG-sati&- 
ing iff any DAG (directed acyclic graph) labelled only by relations containing b is 
satisfiable. 
Now, we shall classify the DAG-satisfying relations, after an auxiliary definition. 
Definition 4.10 (Source). Let G be a DAG. Then a node u in G is said to be a source 
iff there are no arcs which end in u. 
Proposition 4.11. The basic relations 4, d, o, f, s and =, and their respective 
converses, are DAG-satisfying. 
Proof, We show that any DAG labelled only by relations containing a fixed basic relation 
b, when b is one of the above relations, is satisfiable with some mode1 M. Indeed, we 
prove the stronger result 3 that we can choose the satisfying M such that 
l when b is d or o, all intervals overlap at some open interval, 
‘When b is +, we need not strengthen the result 
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l when b is f, every interval has the same right ending point, 
l when b is s, every interval has the same left ending point, 
l when b is E, all intervals are identical. 
The result for the converse relations follows by an analogous construction. 
Induction on the number of nodes in the DAG G. The case when IZ = 0 is trivial. 
Suppose that G has n + 1 elements, and remove a source g from G. By induction, the 
remaining graph G’ is satisfiable by a model M satisfying the required condition for the 
relation b. We shall now construct a model M’ of G, which agrees with M on every 
interval variable in G’. The satisfying interval, denoted s, for the remaining interval 
variable represented by the node g, is chosen as follows, depending on b and M. Note 
that 
. 
0 
M satisfies the above conditions. 
When b is -x, choose s to be any interval strictly before every interval in M. 
When b is d, choose s to be an interval which is within the common open interval 
of the intervals in M. 
When b is o, choose s to have its left ending point to the left of every interval in 
M, and its right ending point to be in the middle of the common interval of the 
intervals in M. 
When b is f, choose s to have the same right ending point as the intervals in M, 
and the left ending point to be in the middle of the interval in M which has the 
rightmost left ending point. 
When b is s, choose s to have the same left ending point as the intervals in M, 
and the right ending point to be in the middle of the interval in M which has the 
leftmost right ending point. 
When b is E, choose s to be identical to the intervals in M. 
Obviously, M’ is a model of G satisfying the requirements. q 
We may note that m is not DAG-satisfying: take interval variables II, 12 and Is related 
by It (m) 12, 1~( m)ls and It (m)ls. This is a DAG which is not satisfiable. 
5. Tractable algebras 
Now we define the algebras which are to be analysed. 4 
Definition 5.1 (The subclasses A(r, b)). Let b be a DAG-satisfying basic relation and 
r an acyclic relation containing b. First define the subclasses AI (b), Az(r, b) and 
Ay(r,b) by 
A,(b) = {r’u (b b”) 1 r’ E A}, 
A2( r, b) = {Y’ u (6) 1 r’ C I}, 
A3(r,b) =(/U(E) )r’~A~(~,b)}u{(=)}. 
4 This definition differs slightly from that of [ 4 1, but is easily verified (using Nebel and Biirckert’s software 
[ 16 I) to result in the same maximal tractable algebras. 
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Then set 
B=Al(b)UA2(r,b)UA3(r,b) 
and finally define the subclass A( Y, b) by 
A(r,b)=Bu{x‘ l.sB}u{()}. 
Corollary 5.2. Let Y be an acyclic relation, r’ C r, and b be some DAG-satisfying 
basic relation. Then A( r’, b) C A( r, b) 
Proof. By the construction of A (r, 6). Cl 
Thus, by Corollary 5.2 and Corollary 4.3, it is sufficient to use maximal acyclic 
relations when constructing the algebras A( r, b). 
Now, using Proposition 4.8 we can construct twenty A(r, b)‘s, by choosing r to be 
one of the maximal acyclic relations above, and choosing b to be an element in the 
chosen r except for m or m”. The reason why we get only twenty combinations (and 
not forty) is that the algebras are closed under the converse operation. Note that this 
exhausts the choices of parameters in A( ., .), by Corollary 5.2 and Proposition 4.8. 
We now prepare for an explicit listing of the algebras. 
Proposition 5.3. Let r be maximal acyclic, b l r and b $ {m, mL }. Then A( r, b) is 
the set of all r’ E A satisfying one of the following inclusions: 
(b b”) C: r’ 
(b) i r’ C (=)Ur 
(b”) C: r’ C (s) Ur 
r’ C (=). 
Proof. An easy comparison with the definitions. 0 
Using this, we can list the algebras in a reasonably compact way. See the Appendix 
for a complete listing of them all. 
Proposition 5.4. Each of the A( r, b) sets are algebras containing 2178 elements, and 
each contains exactly three basic relations, namely =, b and b”. Furthermore, all of 
these twenty algebras are distinct. 
Proof. That the sets are algebras (i.e. closed under converse, intersection and composi- 
tion) is verified by running the utility aclose by Nebel and Btirckert [ 161. The sizes of 
the algebras, distinctness, and what basic relations are included, can easily be obtained 
from the explicit listings above. 0 
We have four algebras A (r, 4)) all containing the relations ( G) , ( 4) , ( -: E) , ( t ) , 
(b- -) and (< %), expressing the notion of sequentiality, which is useful for solving 
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reasoning problems under the assumption that actions always occur in sequence [ IS]. 
Note that the ORD-Horn algebra does not contain the relation ( < >), and thus cannot 
express sequentiality. 
We now state the algorithm which we shall show in Theorem 5.9 solves satisfiability 
for these algebras, after a short definition. 
Definition 5.5 (~~~~~g co~~o~e~~~. A subgraph C of a graph G is said to be a strong 
component of G iff it is maximal such that for any nodes a, b in C, there is always a 
path in G from u to b. 
Algorithm 5.6 (ISAT( A ( r, 6) ) ). 
Redirect the arcs of G so that all relations 
are in Al(b) UA~(r,b)UA3(r,b) 
Let G’ be the graph obtained from G by removing arcs which are not 
labelled by some relation in A2( r, 6) U A3( r’, b) 
Find all strong components C in G’ 
for every arc e in G whose relation does not contain -z 
if e connects two nodes in some C then 
reject 
endif 
endfor 
accept 
In fact, this algorithm is very similar to that of van Beek [20], improved and used 
by Gerevini et al, [S], but here used on intervals instead of points. In Section 6, we 
will show how the algorithm runs on an example. 
We now state a simple result which holds for directed graphs in general. 
Proposition 5.7. Let G be loop-free5 with an acyclic subgraph D. Then those arcs of 
G which are not in D can be reoriented so that the resulting raph is acyclic. 
Proof. Induction over the number n of nodes in G that are not in D. For n = 0, the 
result is trivial. So, suppose that there are n + 1 nodes in G that are not in D, and 
remove an arbitrary node u of these, resulting in the graph G’. By induction, the arcs of 
G’ can be reoriented to form a DAG G”. Now add the node I: to G” obtaining G”‘, and 
reorient any arcs between G” and o (in either direction) towards U. Since the graph is 
loop-free, no cycles are added by this operation, so G”’ is acyclic. 0 
We now specialise this result. 
Corollary 5.8. Let G be loop-free with an acyclic subgraph D, b a DAG-satisfying 
basic relation, and let the arcs of D be labelled by relations con.taining b, and the at-es 
not in D be label~ed by relations cor~taining both b and 17”. Then G is satis~able. 
s A graph is said to he loop-free if it has no arcs from a node pi to the node 18. 
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Proof. Reorient the arcs of G like in Proposition 5.7, yielding a DAG G’. In this 
construction, whenever an arc is reoriented, also invert the relation on that arc, so that 
G’ is satisfiable iff G is. By the construction, only arcs containing both b and b’ 
have been reoriented, so every arc in the DAG G’ contains b and, thus, since b is 
DAG-satisfying, G’ is satisfiable, and consequently, also G is satisfiable. 0 
Theorem 5.9. Algorithm 5.6 correctly solves satisfiability for A (r, b) 
Proof. First, note that line 1 does not change satisfiability of G and can always be done 
by the definition of A (r, b) 
Suppose that the algorithm rejects. Then there is an arc e not containing = that con- 
nects two nodes within a strong component C in G’. Suppose that e E A2( r, b). Then 
there is a cycle of relations in Az( r, b) U A~(Y, b) containing e, and by Proposition 4.6, 
since e does not contain z, C is unsatisfiable. Thus, suppose that e $ A2( r, 6) and 
that C does not contain any relation from A2( r, b). Then by Proposition 4.6 all rela- 
tions in C have to be satisfied as E. But since e does not contain 3, unsatisfiability 
results. 
Now suppose that the algorithm accepts. Thus every strong component C can be 
collapsed to one interval, removing all arcs which would start and end in the col- 
lapsed interval, retaining the same condition for satisfiability, using the same argument 
as above. After the collapsing, the subgraph obtained by considering only arcs labelled 
by relations in A2( r, 6) U A?( r, b) will be acyclic. Since by construction every rela- 
tion in A2( r, b) U A3( r, b) contains the relation b, and the remaining arcs are labelled 
by relations containing both b and b”, the graph is satisfiable by Corollary 5.8 (note 
that the graph will be loop-free, since every node is contained in some strong compo- 
nent). 0 
Theorem 5.10. Algorithm 5.6 runs in linear time in the size of G. 
Proof. Line 1 is easily done in linear time. Strong components can be found in linear 
time (see e.g. [3]). Also the final test can be done in linear time. 0 
Corollary 5.11. Satisjiability of A( r, b) is solvable in linear time. 
Proof. From Theorem 5.9 and Theorem 5.10. 0 
Next, for the maximality results. 
Proposition 5.12. The eight algebras A( r, b) which have b E {f, s} are maximal 
tractable algebras. 
Proof. By running the utility atry [ 161, which generates minimal extensions of sub- 
classes by adding a relation and computing the closure of that class. For these algebras, 
no nontrivial extensions were found (i.e. every extension results in A), and since 
BAT(d) is NP-complete by Proposition 2.2, the result follows by Proposition 3.2. 0 
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The remaining algebras are not maximal, as shown in [5], where each is extended 
with 134 elements with retained tractability. However, the present algorithm has a lower 
asymptotic complexity than the one that is needed for the extended algebras. 
Finally, we cover a case which is related to the A( ., .) algebras, but occurs when 
every relation contains =. 
Definition 5.13 (The algebra A=). Define the algebra A, to contain every relation 
that contains -_, and the empty relation ( ). It is easy to see that A, contains 4097 
elements. 
For this algebras, we have the following trivial algorithm. 
Algorithm 5.14 (Satisjiability in A,). 
1 if some arc is labelled by ( ) then 
2 reject 
3 else 
4 accept 
5 endif 
Proposition 5.15. Algorithm 5.14 correctly solves satisjiability in A, in linear time. 
Furthermore, it is a maximal tractable subclass of A. 
Proof. Correctness and complexity results are trivial. The maximality follows by running 
the utility atry [ 161, which generates no nontrivial extensions of the algebra. 0 
The algebra A, certainly raises doubts about whether the size of a subalgebra can be 
used to judge its usefulness, since its expressivity is obviously too weak to be of any 
use. 
6. Example 
In this section we show how to model an industrially inspired problem using one of 
the algebras, and exemplify how the algorithm runs on this problem. 
Consider the following fragment of a chemical process. First denote different chemical 
substances by letters U, u, . . . , z possibly with primes on them. Then we have seven 
subprocesses PI,. . . , 9, operating as follows. 
PI melts X, producing x’, 
P2 melts y and adds IA’, producing y’, 
P3 melts z, producing z’, 
P4 heats y’, producing y”, 
Ps mixes x’, y”, z’ and w’, producing x”, 
Pe pulverises u, producing IA’, and 
P7 cools w, and u’ is added, producing w’. 
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Initially, all “unprimed” chemicals are available, whereas the “primed” ones are to be 
produced. The process itself, together with its controllers, impose the following ordering 
restrictions. The processes Pt , . . . , Ps are to be scheduled in sequence, PS necessarily 
finishing the sequence. Furthermore P2 has to be scheduled strictly before Pd. P6 must be 
completed before or just when P2 starts, and 4 is to take place either before or during 
the execution of P4. The reason for this is that P4 is a power-intensive process which 
causes transients in the power supply for process 4 just when P4 is started, and since 
temperature is critical during this cooling process, this cannot be allowed. Furthermore, 
PS has to start before P7 starts, and P6 must not finish before P6 starts. 
In order to optimise the ordering of processes in context with the rest of the production 
(which is not included here), we would like to allow any ordering consistent with the 
above constraints. However, the last requirement of P6 not ~nishing before P6 starts, 
is not supported by the existing controllers so we would Iike to verify that this always 
holds, given all the other constraints, since otherwise, we would need to upgrade the 
controller. 
The example is formalised by letting processes Pi represent interval variables. We 
obtain the following Allen relations, 
PI (-: 2-) Pz, PI (-: t) 917 
PI (-: *) p4, P2 (4 +I p3, 
p2 (-: >-I p4, p3 (-:2-l p4, 
p2 (+I p4, Pi (<) Ps for all i f 5, 
p6 i-( m> P2, PI (< d) P4. 
The condition we would like to verify, is that the constraint 
p6(o m)P7 
is satisfied in every model. Note that this is equivalent to checking the unsatis~ability 
of the above constraints together with the constraint 
the complement of the relation (o m), and that all constraints in that network are 
included in e.g. the tractable algebra A(m3, -x) of the Appendix. 
We can now show how Algorithm 5.6 performs on this set of constraints (depicted 
in Fig. 1). First, all arcs are already contained in the set 
At (-i) ‘J A2(m3, -0 u A3tm3,4>, 
so nothing needs to be done in the first step. For the second step, the graph G’ can be 
represented by the following set of relations. 
p2 (4) p4, p6 (+ m) p2, 
4 C-i d) P4, P; (+) Ps for all i # 5. 
For the third step, we find all strong components in this graph. It is easy to see that 
there are no cycles in G’, so the set of strong components will be identical to the set 
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(S + F d di oi mi s si f fi) 
Fig, I. The network describing the constraints on the process. 
of nodes in the graph. Next, we need to check if some relation in the original set of 
constraints connects two nodes in some component, that is, it is a loop, in this case. 
Obviously, there are no such loops here. Thus, the algorithm accepts, and by correctness, 
the constraints are satisfiable, and we have no guarantee that our requirement on the 
process always holds. Consequently, the controller had better be upgraded. 
7. The applicability of path consistency 
The first attempts at reasoning in Allen’s algebra used the path consistency algorithm 
[ 13,141; in particular, Allen used such an algorithm [I] as a sound method for checking 
consistency of interval networks. Also, a recent attempt by Ladkin and Reinefeld f II] 
uses the path consistency algorithm as a subroutine in a backtracking search algorithm 
for reasoning in the full algebra. At each branching step, the algorithm splits disjunctive 
relations into relations from some algebra for which the path consistency algorithm is 
complete, thus reducing its branching factor depending on the size of the algebra used. 
Nebel [ 151 proved this method to be correct, and evaluated its efficiency using the 
ORD-Horn algebra [ 171, for which the path consistency algorithm is complete. 
In order to make the algebras of this paper useful in such contexts, we prove that the 
path consistency algorithm is complete for them all. Note, however, that this does not 
represent an improvement with respect to complexity when using the algebras separately, 
since path-consistency algorithms typically require at least 0( n”) time [ 211 where n is 
the number of interval variabies, to be compared to the result of Theorem 5.10, which 
represents a better running time in the general case. 
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Definition 7.1 (Path consistent network). Let V = (01, . . . , c,,,} be interval variables, 
and R = {r-i,, 1 1 < i, j < m} Allen relations, where YQ holds between Ui and Uj. Then 
the network C = (VR) is said to be path consistent iff for all c,, ~1.i and vk, it holds that 
1’; 0 L’i > uk. 
Definition 7.2 (Path consistency algorithm). Let V = { ~1, . , v,,,} be interval vari- 
ables, and R = {rij 1 1 < i, j 6 m} Allen relations, where r,; holds between Ui and v.i. 
The path consistency algorithm essentially computes 
r,; + ri,j n (r,k 0 rkj) 
for all i, j, k until no more changes occur6 
The algorithm can be implemented in a variety of ways, but they are all equivalent to 
the above definition in terms of input-output behaviour. 
Corollary 7.3. Let V = { ~1,. . . , u,,!} be interval variables, and 
R = {r;j / 1 < i, j < m} 
a .set of Allen relations, where rij is the relation between ni and n,j. Then the result of 
the path consistency algorithm running on ( y R) is path consistent. 
Proof. By Definition 7.1 and Definition 7.2. 0 
Definition 7.4 (Deciding sutisfiubility) . We say that the path consistency algorithm 
decides satis$ability for a subclass A of Allen’s algebra iff for any network G = (y R) 
of relations from A, if the path consistency algorithm on G is run on G producing the 
network G’, then G is satisfiable iff G’ does not contain the relation ( ). 
Corollary 7.5. The path consistency algorithm decides sutisfiability for a subalgebra 
A of Allen’s algebra iff every path consistent network of relations from A not containing 
( ) is satisfiable. 
Proof. Let G = (V R) be a network of relations from A, and run the path consistency 
algorithm on G, producing the network G’. Since A is an algebra, also G’ contains only 
relations from A, by the operation of the algorithm. Now, if G is satisfiable, G’ cannot 
contain ( ), since the algorithm only makes implicit relations explicit (i.e. it is sound). 
If G’ does not contain ( ), then G’ is satisfiable by the condition, and since G’ is more 
constrained than G, also G is satisfiable. 0 
We start by a trivial observation. 
Proposition 7.6. The path consistency algorithm decides satishability for A,. 
h The - represents assignment of r,,. 
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Proof. If a path consistent network with relations from A, does not contain ( ), then 
it is satisfiable by setting all intervals equal. The result follows by Corollary 7.5. 17 
In order to show the result for the remaining algebras, we first need the following 
lemmata. 
Lemma 7.7. Let G = (Y R) be u path consistent ~e~~~rk. Then G cannot c#ntair~ a
cycle S with relations only from the set A = AZ{ r, b) UA3( f, 6) , and at least one relatian 
e from A2(r, b). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that p is one of the four explicitly stated 
maximal acyclic relations of Proposition 4.8 (i.e. exclude their converses), and assume 
that such a cycle 5’ exists. Let the interval variables in S be ~1, ~2,. . . , s, with relations 
named s~Y~,;s~ for 1 < i, j < n. By the construction of A, we have one of the following 
cases: 
( 1) For any r E A, if ZrJ holds in some model M, then I- 6 J-, and if IeJ holds 
in some model h4, then I- < J- holds in M. 
(2) For any r E A, if IrJ holds in some model M, then I” < J+, and if IeJ holds 
in some model M, then I+ < J” holds in M. 
By symmetry, it is enough to prove the result for the first case. 
From path consistency, we get that for any 1 6 i < k < j 6 n, rri C rik o rk,i. It is 
easy to see that by property 1 above, if r, r’ E A and if Ir o r’J holds in some model M, 
then I- < J- holds in M, and further, by a simple induction and the path consistency 
property, that for any I 6 i < j 6 n, if sirijsj holds in some model M, then s,: < s,i 
holds in M. Suppose, by renumbering the cycle nodes, that e = r,,l. Thus by property 
(1) it has to hold that s; < SF in any model of G. But by above we have that s; < s;, 
which is a contradiction. El 
Lemma 7.8. Let G = (KR) be a path consistent network. Then G cannot contain 
a cycle S with relations only from the set A = A3( r, 6) , where two nodes in S are 
connected by some relation e not containing (E), 
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that r is one of the four explicitly stated 
maximal acyclic relations of Proposition 4.8 (i.e. exclude their converses), and assume 
that such a cycle S exists. Let the interval variables in S be SI, ~2, . . , s, with relations 
named sir;jsJ for 1 6 i,j 6 n. By the construction of A, we have one of the following 
cases: 
( 1) For any r E A, if IrJ holds in some model M, then I- < J- and I + > J’, and 
if Zef holds in some model M, then I and J are not identical in M. 
(2) For any r E A, if IrJ holds in some model M, then I’ < J+ and f- > J-, and 
if 1eJ holds in some model M, then I and J are not identical in M. 
By symmetry, it is enough to prove the result for the first case. 
From path consistency, we get that for any I < i < k < j < n. ri,i C rik o rkj. It is 
easy to see that by property ( 1) above, if r, rf E A and if Ir o r’f holds in some model 
M, then I- < J-- and I+ 3 J’ hold in M, and further, by a simple induction and the 
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path consistency property, that for any 1 < i, j < II, if sirijs,i holds in some model M, 
then s; 6 SJ and SF > .sJ’ hold in M. But this implies that rij C (E) for every relation 
rii in the cycle. Let the relation e connect nodes n and b. Now, since e does not contain 
_, rij = ( ) by path consistency, contradicting the existence of a cycle with the required 
properties. q 
The main result of the section is proved next. 
Theorem 7.9. Let A = A (r, b) be one of the algebras from Definition 5.1. Then the 
path consistency algorithm decides consistency for A. 
Proof. Again, we use Corollary 7.5, so suppose that G = (~~) is a path-consistent 
network of relations from A, not containing ( ) , and that G is not satisfiable. Without loss 
of generality, assume that G only contains relations from A(b) UA2( r, b) UA3( r, b), and 
consider the graph G’, obtained from G by removing arcs which are not labelled by some 
relation in A2 (r, 6) UA3 (r, b) . By the correctness of Algorithm 5.6, there exists a strong 
component C of G’ and an arc e of G not containing = such that e connects two nodes in 
C. Suppose that e E A2( r, b). Then there is a cycle S of relations in A2( r, b) UAs( r, b) 
containing e, which is unsatis~able. But this is impossible by Lemma 7.7. Thus, suppose 
that e 4 A2( r, b) and that C does not contain any relation from AZ{ r, b). Then there 
is a cycle S of relations in A3(r, b) where two nodes are connected by e. But this is 
impossible by Lemma 7.8. The result follows by Corollary 7.5. q 
8. Discussion 
Nebel and Biirckert [ 171 argue that the ORD-Horn algebra is an improvement in 
quantitative terms over previous approaches, since it covers more than 10 percent of 
the full algebra. Certainly this is a valid argument only because the ORD-Horn algebra 
includes the previous algebras; otherwise we have a counterexample in the A, algebra, 
which is much larger than the ORD-Horn algebra, but is clearly of no use. We may 
mention that the 21 algebras of this paper together cover about 92 percent of A, and 
that there are only two relations in the ORD-Horn algebra which are not elements of 
any of the algebras: (m) and (m->. From a cognitive perspective, the exclusion of 
these relations is not a serious restriction, as Freksa [7] notes, since they are not likely 
to occur in any context reasoning about e.g. perception of the physical world. 
It is also argued by Nebel and Biirckert [ 171 that a useful algebra should contain all 
the basic relations, since otherwise, complete knowledge cannot be specified. However, 
since the unique maximality of the ORD-Horn class shows that there exists no tractable 
subalgebra which contains both a11 the basic relations and the relations expressing 
se~~e~tia~i~ (notably the (4 %) relation), this argument fails. Furthermore, four of 
our algebras can indeed express this sequentiality requirement, which underlies many 
systems (see e.g. [ 181). 
Given four such algebras, a justified question is whether these are just four out of 
e.g. four hundred such tractable classes, that is, what makes these algebras relevant? 
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Fortunately, recent research [6] has shown that the two maximal tractable extensions 
of these four algebras found in [5] are the only maximal tractable algebras capable 
of expressing sequentiality. Similarly, in the point-interval algebra, we have only very 
few maximal tractable subclasses [lo] indicating that maximal tractable algebras are 
typically scarce. 
Also, as a long-term goal, it would be useful to classify nil maximal tractable subal- 
gebras of the full algebra, since then an application using networks of interval relations 
could search for the best algebra to use, or otherwise report that no such algebra exists. 
Since there are 2*19’ subsets of the full algebra, the task is clearly nontrivial, even us- 
ing computer-supported proof methods. Our work with Btickstrijm on the point-interval 
algebra [ lo] and our recent partial classification of the Allen algebra [6] show that a 
compiete classification might not be out of reach. 
Recently, a proof method for the Allen algebra has been presented by Ligozat [ 12], 
which was applied to find a new tractability proof for satisfiability in the ORD-Horn 
algebra. Even though the method seems to be quite general, it is not applicable to the 
algebras of this paper, since the convexity properties which are crucial are not satisfied, 
notably by relations like (-x +). 
Finally, it is interesting to note that although we have an algorithm for satis~ability 
of all the algebras, we cannot automatically conclude that the problem of entailment, 
which is that of deciding what relation is induced between two intervals, is solved: in 
the case when a tractable algebra contains all of the basic relations, this problem reduces 
to satisfiability, as shown by Golumbic and Shamir [Q], but this is not at all obvious 
when that restriction is not satisfied. 
9. Conclusions 
We have identified 21 new large tractable fragments of Allen’s interval algebra, of 
which nine have been proved maximal tractable. Further, we have presented a linear time 
algorithm for deciding satisfiability of these. In addition, all the algebras are considerably 
larger (in quantity) than the ORD-Horn subalgebra, but thus cannot contain all the basic 
relations. Also, four of the algebras can express the relations (f), (<), (-x -_), (>), 
(+ Z> and ( < >-) (in addition to the “nonrelation”), which is necessary and sufficient 
for expressing the notion of sequentiality. Finally, we showed that the path consistency 
algorithm decides satisfiability for all of the algebras. 
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Appendix A. An explicit listing of the algebras 
First abbreviate the maximal acyclic relations by 
ml=(-:di omsf”), 
mz=(+d-oms”f-1, 
m~=(“:domsf), 
wz4=(“:domsF”), 
obtaining the remaining ones by taking the converses of these. 
Now A(ml, 4) is defined by 
f-3 >) c: ?-’ 
(+) C Y’ 2 (=-id”omsF’) 
(*I & t-’ C (zz:do-m-s-f) 
Y’ c (EE), 
A(m, 4) by 
A(m,-f) by 
(4>) 2 r’ 
(4) & r’ C (=-cdomsf) 
(+) C_ Y’ C (=+d”o”m”s”F’) 
rf c (-_), 
(++> C r’ 
(4) C r’ 2 (z+domsr) 
(*) C r’ C (ze+d”o”m”sbf) 
r’ c (E), 
A(ml‘-,d) by 
(d d”) C r’ 
(4 C rf 2 (=>do”m‘“s”f) 
(d”) i r’ c (G + d” om sfi) 
r’ 2 (E), 
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A(m-,d> by 
(d d-) C r’ 
(d) C r’ 2 (E F d o‘-’ m” s f) 
(d-) CJ r’ C (=4d”oms‘-AF) 
Y’ g (G), 
(d d”) C r’ 
(d) C I’ C (E-xdomsf) 
(d’-‘) 2 Y’ C (-_ F d‘-’ o- m” s- f”~) 
r’ g (-), 
(d d-‘) C r’ 
Cd) C r’ C (z-xdomsf”) 
(d”) C Y’ C_ (E>-d-‘o”m”s”f) 
r’ c (z), 
A(m,o) by 
(oo-) c r’ 
(0) & I’ c (z<d”omsf”) 
(o-) C r’ 5 (=>do+m”s”f) 
r’ c (E), 
A(mz,o) by 
(oo-) c r’ 
(0) C r’ 2 (=+d”oms”f-‘) 
(o-) C r’ C (-_ k-do” m”sf) 
r’ C (-), 
A(ms,o) by 
(00~) C r’ 
(0) c I”’ 2 (r<domsf) 
(o-) 2 r’ 5 (=td”o”m”s’-‘F) 
r’ c (=), 
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A(m4,o) by 
(0 0‘;) C r’ 
(0) c r’ C (=-:domsF) 
(o-‘) C r’ C (=:ddYoVmi’s”f) 
r’ 2 (G), 
(5 s-) c r’ 
(S) c r’ c (z-:d”omsf-‘) 
(sy’) C r’ 2 (~tido- m-s-f) 
r’ C (E), 
Atm?“3s) by 
(ss--_‘) g r’ 
(s) C r’s (=+do-m-sf) 
(sL’) z r’ c (G 4 dL om s4 V) 
r’ c: (z), 
A(m,s) by 
(ss-‘) c r’ 
fS1 C r’ C (z+domsff) 
(s”) Cr: I’ C (E S- d’ oy mu s- f’) 
r’ C (z), 
A(m4,s) by 
(SC) g r’ 
(s) C r’ 2 (z-:domsf’) 
(s‘I) C r’ 2 (G + d-o” m” s“ f) 
t’ c (-.), 
(ff’) c ?-’ 
(f) C: r’ C (z t- d o- m” s‘- f) 
(t’) C J g (r-:d”omsf-‘) 
r’ c (z), 
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A(m-,f) by 
(fT) C_ r’ 
(0 C r’ 2 (z !-- d 0". m” s f) 
(f-) C: r’ C (z+d”oms”f”) 
Y’ c (-), 
(ff") c Y' 
(0 C_ r’ C (=<domsf) 
(f”) C r’ C: (r+d”o”m”s”f) 
r’ 2 (->, 
and finally, A( ~24~~ f) by 
(ff-) i I’ 
(f) C r’ C (=+db’o”m”s”f) 
(f-) C r’ C (=4domsf’) 
Y’ c (=), 
The rem~ning combinations, which are redundant, are obtained by the equation 
A(r,b) = A(r-,b-) 
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